
     Mutiara Laut
Cruising the Indonesian Archipelago on board the schooner:



Sweet dreams are made of this

Who am I to disagree

Travel the world and the Seven Seas

Everybody's looking for something...

Annie Lennox (The Eurythmics)

We have made it our business to find and provide that something for everybody with an adventurous spirit

Sweet dreams are made of this

Who am I to disagree

Travel the world and the Seven Seas

Everybody's looking for something...



Exotic Yacht Charter Bali introduces international pleasure seekers to the 

enchanting world of the tropics with custom made charters through the Indonesia 

archipelago by yacht. But not just any yacht...

The Mutiara Laut is a classic two-mast schooner that recalls romantic oceanic 

adventures of yore and is carefully constructed to cater to your every sea-faring fantasy. 

The design of the Mutiara Laut (Pearl of the Sea) is based on that of an 18th century 

North Atlantic schooner combined with some local Indonesian influence: that of the 

traditional “Phinisi-boat”. 

Both the exterior and the interior represent a harmonious fusion of eclectic Asian 

and classic European craftsmanship in an effortless symbiosis of modern stylishness 

and old world charm. The entire effect - beautifully supplemented by the intricate 

carvings of Balinese artisans - is that of a “floating luxury hotel” complete with all the 

high-end amenities.

Though the streamlined hull and massive sails make for excellent upwind 

performance, the Mutiara Laut is built primarily for comfort and safety and allows 

guests to discover the far-flung nooks and natural splendour of the Asian seas at a 

smooth, leisurely pace. It was created with enhanced maneuverability and visibility is 

at an optimum with specially built-in details such as the raised pilot house and 

accessible bridge ‘wings’.

In short, the Mutiara Laut is one of the most superbly-engineered charter vessels in 

Indonesian Waters with its highly experienced Captain and professional crew of 13 

guaranteed to give you a comfortable and safe adventure of a lifetime.  

Sail away
Escape to the mystical, tropical paradise of Indonesia.



Life on Board

The large, 60 sq meters open deck area is custom-made for leisure-time where you can 

sunbathe or relax with a book on the extra-large day-beds or sit down with friends at 

the informally placed tables for a bite to eat or a sundowner. The main deck saloon 

and dining room offers all possible amenities for meetings or formal dining and 

comes complete with all the necessary media facilities for presentations or 

entertainment events. The spacious galley contains all the trimmings befitting a five-

star restaurant where the two top chefs' cater to your every whim with delectable pan-

Asian dishes. 

Saloon and Dining room: The 36sq meter saloon consists of a lounge and “briefing 

area” and an intimate dining room that seat 14 people at exotic, finely-carved wooden 

tables. A stately midship stairway with hand-crafted pillars and sweeping, exquisitely 

sculpted hand rails, leads to the staterooms on the lower deck. The saloon is fully air-

conditioned and equipped with a large LCD TV, library and lounge area. 

VIP stateroom: It contains a king-sized berth, elegant desk, big comfortable sofa and 

fully-stocked bookshelves. Walk-in wardrobes provide more than enough storage for 

long passages at sea.

Guest Staterooms: One would easily be forgiven for mistaking the guest suites for the 

VIP stateroom itself. Self contained with its own en-suite head compartment, a 

comfortable sofa and abundant storage space, it also has ample shelving and hutches 

with plenty of reading material for long voyages. There are six guest cabins; each 

contain a settee that converts into an extra single bed while the single beds in the two 

forward cabins can be converted into double beds. The rooms are carefully designed - 

all with sofas, dressing tables and en-suite facilities - but each with subtle individual 

interior variations..

Revitalise your spirit in a private haven of tranquility and luxury.



Discover a place where time is guaged by the sun and stars, where fast is something you break with a gourmet meal and where nothing seems like the perfect thing to do.



The Mutiara Laut is built to a high level of exclusive design standards by renowned Dutch architects and boat builders using 

only super-yacht quality equipment and fittings. Everything from the meticulously detailed interior to the professionally 

engineered hull-design and European quality rigging is specifically crafted to make it one of the most luxurious, efficient 

and safest vessels at sea. 

Technical Specifications:

Boat registration Bali Indonesia  •  Building material hull Ironwood  •  Length on deck 39.60 meters 

Length waterline 35 meters  •  Beam 9.40 meters  •  Draft  3,1 meters  •  Motor Yanmar (6aym-ete 610 kw) 

Generators 3 Cummins-Onan 65/40/22,5kw  •  Air-conditioning All cabins  •  Passengers 14-18 persons 

Crew 13-15 persons  •  Masts 2  •  Mainsail 1  •  Fore-sails 3  •  Mizzen 1  •  Topsails 2  •  Sail surface 850 m2 

Displacement Ca 290 metric ton  •  Built according to German Lloyds specification 

Quick Facts



The Big Blue

Dive some of the most spectacular reefs in the world, an adventure not to be missed!



Paradise Parties

We offer exclusive, private, custom-made journeys to a 

variety of destinations, to give you that unique, magical  

Indo-Island experience for any event. Whether it’s the 

company’s party, a special birthday or a romantic 

beach-wedding our spectacular destinations offer the 

perfect setting. In fact there is simply no better way to 

start your new life together than getting married on the 

Mutiara Laut and sailing into the sunset.



Exotic Yacht Charter Bali introduces international pleasure seekers to the 

enchanting world of the tropics with custom made charters through the Indonesia 

archipelago by yacht. But not just any yacht...

The Mutiara Laut is a classic two-mast schooner that recalls romantic oceanic 

adventures of yore and is carefully constructed to cater to your every sea-faring fantasy. 

The design of the Mutiara Laut (Pearl of the Sea) is based on that of an 18th century 

North Atlantic schooner combined with some local Indonesian influence: that of the 

traditional “Phinisi-boat”. 

Both the exterior and the interior represent a harmonious fusion of eclectic Asian 

and classic European craftsmanship in an effortless symbiosis of modern stylishness 

and old world charm. The entire effect - beautifully supplemented by the intricate 

carvings of Balinese artisans - is that of a “floating luxury hotel” complete with all the 

high-end amenities.

Though the streamlined hull and massive sails make for excellent upwind 

performance, the Mutiara Laut is built primarily for comfort and safety and allows 

guests to discover the far-flung nooks and natural splendour of the Asian seas at a 

smooth, leisurely pace. It was created with enhanced maneuverability and visibility is 

at an optimum with specially built-in details such as the raised pilot house and 

accessible bridge ‘wings’.

In short, the Mutiara Laut is one of the most superbly-engineered charter vessels in 

Indonesian Waters with its highly experienced Captain and professional crew of 13 

guaranteed to give you a comfortable and safe adventure of a lifetime.  

Sail away
Escape to the mystical, tropical paradise of Indonesia.

Island SafariIsland Safari
Bali 

This famous tropical paradise of magic and beautiful people captures the true essence of Indonesia and 

offers a unique blend of modern tourist facilities and adrenaline inducing activities.

Komodo

Most famous for the Komodo dragon, the world's largest living lizard named after the island. Komodo is 

considered to be one of the best dive sites in the world - especially for soft corals and the entire oceanic 

ambit from whale sharks, sunfish, mantas and eagle rays to pygmy seahorses.

Lombok Island

The quiet island of Lombok east of Bali is the perfect getaway with its lush mountains and picture postcard 

tropical beaches. It has the third largest volcano in Indonesia, the 3726 meters high Mount Rinjani and its 

crater lake called Segara Anak

Sumba Island

Known as the Sandalwood Island, Sumba is famous for its horses and traditional handicrafts such as the  

“ikat” woven textiles.

Flores Island (flower)

A long island between Sumbawa and Timor strewn with a chain of volcanoes which divides it into several 

regions with distinctive languages and traditions. This dynamic diving environment contains nearly every 

species of coral and tropical fish.

West Timor

West Timor is known for its striking scenery that varies from dry rock expanses to rolling cattle-land as well 

as it’s diversity of isolated cultures which is also reflected in its architecture.

Irian Jaya  and Raja Ampat Islands

Irian Jaya is a land of exceptional natural splendour with wild impenetrable jungles. The well known 

Asmat Tribe - that first became famous through their head-hunting practices and later it’s fine 

woodcarving - inhabits this region. Around Irian Raja the Raja Ampat scuba diving sites have the richest 

coral reef life on the planet with over 1,200 fish species. It’s the ultimate scuba diving fantasy with 

everything from ship and plane war wrecks to encounters with dolphins.

Banda Island

The Banda group, about 100 miles southeast of Ambon, consists of three larger islands and seven smaller 

ones, perched on the rim of Indonesia's deepest sea, the Banda Sea. Near Manuk Island, the water reaches 

down more than 6,500 meters. The seas around Banda hosts the famous Maluku Sea Gardens with their 

bright corals and colorful fish darting through the crystal-clear waters.
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